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Abstract 
Resection is one of the most used methods that provides undeniable accuracy within topo-geodetic measurements using optical 
stations. The particularity of this method consists in setting up the total station above the new point (the point to be determined) 
and sighting the old fixed points. When the topo-geodetic measurements are performed using optical stations, usually some of the 
old fixed points sighted consist in the crosses that are located on the Tower of the churches in that locality. Although, worldwide 
the trend is to proceed to the GNSS measurements, at universities the courses contain a history of the topo-geodetic 
measurements for the students to be informed and learn about the classic methods and optical measuring methods.Getting 
through all stages characteristic to topo-geodetic measurements from simple to complex and presentation of the methods 
developed since the most ancient times up to the most modern and sophisticated used at the present time, are designed to provide 
to the students the necessary information for a better perception and comparative use of knowledge. Resection’s features will be 
presented in this paper also highlighting the teaching methods, presentation of the Church as an institution and its social role in 
topo-geodetic measurements. 
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1. Introduction: Development of education along with the evolution of society according to its production type 
Education develops at the pace of production society. This represents one of the words whose meaning "all think 
to know well on condition they do not have to define it" (Pieron, 1951). The idea of education proves to be trebly 
resistant in front of a conceptual approach: before being a notion, it designates an experience, a challenge, a stake: an 
inter-subjective experience, a moral and political challenge, and a stake in the competition among humanities. 
Before the intellectual discernment of his practices' object, any educator is first the subject of his own education, 
whose happy or unhappy experience he pursuits, either he perceives it or not, influencing his manner to understand 
others' education. Or this experience is lived by millions of human beings under the enigmatic sign or rivalry and 
failure.  
"Education is first of all something whose success is obviously imaginable, which de facto is often failed. This 
failure is perceived in modern productive societies not only as a social adjustment of places distribution requiring a 
cynical political analysis, but also as a waste of talent potential, which provokes moral indignation. To educate 
means in this case to face a challenge: to arrive at the point where in the one and the same human enterprise 
functioning can be controlled and damages can be established. Undoubtedly, humanities do not have the explicit 
mission to prevent misfortunes. In exchange, the perseverant have no reluctance to assume their part of control. 
Thus, since two hundred years education has been a stake for different sciences of man, since the moment they had 
to deal with society organization, inspiration of power and dissemination of a dominant set of knowledge. Education 
is thus the object of a combination of antagonist definitions: psychology, psychoanalysis, sociology, social 
psychology cut their own object of investigation, not without something introducing incompatibility between various 
approaches and a certain rivalry in the choice of the refined word regarding the educational phenomenon.“ (Doron & 
Parot, 2006, pp. 270-271). 
Education has a definable connection with the development of the production society. Society, economy and 
economic life have exhibited an evolution from simple tools to contemporary technologies, which have all brought 
educational development, step by step. All this has led to human development, from mere labour activities to 
professional fulfilment through lifelong education. The first economic activities in the history of mankind were 
hunting and plant picking meant to provide food for people.  (Schifirnet, 2004).  
One of the consequences of industrial revolution was the strong dislocation of populations from residential areas 
to places of work very distant sometimes. Many inhabitants of a country live in the urban areas, whereas the village 
is losing more and more of its economic and cultural importance. In the plane of the organisation of relations among 
people and groups, national states are formed. The social organisation specific to industrial society is the 
interdependency between institutions and the wider access to education and training in view of professional 
achievement (Schifirnet, 2004; Johnson, 2007; Drago & Boroli, 2004).  
In the '70s of the 20th century sociologists (Marshall, 2003; Schifirnet, 2004; Johnson, 2007; Drago & Boroli, 
2004) examined the evolution of strongly industrialised societies and found they were entering a new development 
phase. In 1973 Daniel Bell, in his book The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, formulated the concept of post-
industrial society, defined by five features: 
1. Passage from an economic activity focused on material goods production to an economy based on services; 
2. Preponderance of the professional and technical class in the structure of active population; 
3. Decisive importance of theoretical knowledge (educational aspects) as source of innovation and management; 
4. Orientation toward technology implementation and learning; 
5. Apparition of new intellectual technologies. 
Bell's fundamental thesis is the priority of knowledge to labour. Thus, knowledge becomes the main production 
means in post-industrial society (Bell, 1973). 
At the beginning of the informational society it was believed that we would see the increase of the level of 
information and knowledge for all members of society. Anyone can learn and thus get intellectually emancipated. 
They even spoke about a "golden century of communication and information" and consequently a great optimism 
was manifested towards the virtues of the act of information dissemination. There are counter-arguments proving 
that the informational explosion is no universal panacea for solving social issues. First of all we must say that 
information remains relatively constant. If the information supply increases exponentially, whereas the awareness 
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level is rising, the effect exercised by information on behaviour remains approximately equal in size. It follows that 
the knowledge level is not directly proportional with the information supply, for several reasons (Schifirnet, 2004). 
Nowadays, more and more fields of social life are strongly influenced by the media evolution. The presence of 
the personal computer in all social spaces and in the private space triggers the multimedia phenomenon. The PC 
disposes of a wide range of multimedia capacities.  Digitisation leads to interactive media, offering the opportunity 
of the individuals' active participation or the structuring of what they hear or see. A new network imposes itself: the 
Internet, which would summarise the new global order. The Internet users live in the virtual space, this is the 
interaction space made of the global network of computers composing the Internet. We are no longer humans there; 
we are but mere messages on the others' screens.   
2. Religiousness and importance of the place of worship in Romania  
Religiousness, grace to the study largely conducted by the sociology of religion, raises especially the interest of 
ecclesial institutions. If in the 19th century religion was pushed to the second plane, due to industrialisation and 
secularisation of the world, in the 20th century sociologists began to amplify the research on the religious from the 
perspective of the social phenomenon, developing the sociology of religions through study.   
Immediately after the rehabilitation, in a way, of the religious, we find the exponents of the thinking from the 
perspective of sociology of religion, where it is shown that religion represents much more than a mere phenomena of 
rational study.  "R. Otto places the religious phenomenon at the core of the science of religions, proving that its 
study cannot be isolated from that of the religious man and his behaviour, the experience of the sacred being the 
lived experience of the transcendental and ineffable; according to Otto, the religious man discovers an element of an 
absolute special quality, which  is beyond all that we could call rational, which is totally inaccessible to conceptual 
comprehension and thus constitutes something ineffable.“ (Drago & Boroli, 2004, p. 921). 
This rehabilitation was made until recently, when a new modality of studying the religious was reached, and this 
was done by those who in fact were studying the process of secularisation. "One of the most remarkable 
characteristics of recent evolution in the history of religions is the relative regress of pure theory and the stress laid 
on the confrontation of theoretical models with empirical data. Within this frame, the notion of secularisation is 
brought forward and discussed by most of the sociologists analysing the recent mutations of religions. “ (Borlandi et 
al., 2009, p. 720). It if, for instance, the case of W.C. Roof and W. McKinney (1987) in their paper on the mainline 
religion in the United States,  the case of J. Hadden and A. Shupe (1989) in the studies they coordinated on 
fundamentalism in the world, of the studies reunited by  Y. Lambert and G. Michelat (1992) about the decline of 
religion among the youth, of the paper written by G. Davie (1994) about religion in Great Britain (Halsey, 2004), of 
J. Bauberot's studies about the relations between  religions and secularism in Europe. 
In traditional societies, religious authority was unanimously acknowledged, and religion used to exercise an 
overwhelming influence on all the other spheres of life. "Religion would organise time and practically establish the 
activity schedule, religion would start and stop wars, religious authority would intervene in political issues and 
legitimate political authority. Moreover, it was religion that used to impose moral norms on the individual and social 
level, to strongly control the observance of these norms and to influence the most important decisions of people, 
related to marriage or work.“ (Voicu, 2007, p. 12). We may claim that in the traditionalist period, in which we speak 
of a sort or theocratism, religion and the religious authorities had a powerful influence on both public and private 
life. 
In the modern era, the development of science and the adoption of scientific rational thinking, as well as of 
scientific explanations given to the surrounding world, have eroded the foundations of religious thinking, pushing 
religion towards a from of its institutionalisation" (Petrica, 2012). In fact, this is the reason why the Church arrived 
to be set on the path of its institutionalisation. Wilson (2000) indicates the development of science and the evolution 
of the modern state as being two important factors in the progress of secularisation. "The development of science 
and the growth of the population's education degree made the scientific explanation replace in different situations the 
religious explanation. On the other hand, the development of the modern state has led to the increase of its capacity 
to manage and control wider and wider areas of social and economic life, that were taken thus from under the 
influence of religion.  All this determines on the one hand a narrowing of the field where religion exercises its 
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influence, and on the other hand stimulates the replacement of the religious explanation by the scientific explanation, 
each field of social and economic life  building then its own rules and its own set of accepted norms, values and 
rules.“ (Voicu, 2007, pp. 12-13). 
The analysis of religious structures and mentalities in Romania and of their transformations in the last decades 
should start from an appropriate comprehension of the operation mechanisms of the religious sphere in the 
Communist era. "The idea  of a religious revival specific to post-Communist countries is often presented as a logic 
reaction to the deep secularisation of the previous period, marked by a true atheist ideologisation. Religion however 
has experienced inside the Communist societies a more complex trajectory which, in spite of religious persecutions, 
the drastic regulations of ecclesial activities and political secularism, has survived in the private sphere of the family 
environment" (Gog, Herteliu, 2012, p. 336). 
A study conducted by the  Soros Foundation Romania shows that more than half of the Romanians pray daily. 
Although the trust in the Church is high, the respondents do not agree with the political advice preached by priests to 
the believers.  90% of the respondents go to church at least on important holidays, 70% make money contributions, 
and  61% declare that prayer is part of their daily life. Only  3% of the Romanians agree to variants such as the 
funding of the Church which should be made from public sources, they are for teaching religion in school, the 
forbidding of abortion by law and the increase of  religious influence on politics. At the same time, 82% think that 
the Church should not get involved in politics and only 13% are for it. (Petrica, 2012). 
Another century-old testimony is represented by the places of worship that were erected in Romanian along time. 
History shows that the great rulers of the Romanian Provinces linked their life to the erection of such worship places, 
and the latter became the crowning of the life of a Romanian prince. When we refer to the great pharaohs of Egypt, 
we immediately picture the mummies and the pyramids as great miracles of the world, but when we study the history 
of Romanians we think of the building of monasteries, as a visible expression of the ruler's transition into God's 
eternity at the end of his earthly life.   
Many proofs can be brought to demonstrate the major importance of the place of worship for Romanians. What is 
certain is that the church was and is still part of Romanians' life. As for the Orthodox Church, "by the force of 
historical circumstances, its tradition assumed the Byzantium imperial-hierarchic figure that it grafted later on a rural 
archaic background, generating a "cosmic" Christianity and a folk Orthodoxy. In the case of the Romanian people, it 
merged with the so-called "Romanian law" functioning for centuries as religious identity and as national identity of 
Romanians, both during the first Christian millennium – the epoch of the universal Christianity  - and  in the second 
millennium – the epoch of the confessional split and disunited Christianity" (Rebreanu, 1983, p.66). It is impossible 
to know if the same joy of Romanians for their place of worship will ever exist again, from now on. The world 
globalisation and its passage to a new life style and even Romania's desire to join the universal requirements will 
definitely narrow the Romanians' tradition related to Christianity and it may even arrive to renunciation. The 
continuation of that pulse of true unartificialised life will be questioned. "A new "ad extra" figure of the Orthodox 
presence in a globalised world can be practically achieved only by an effort to imagine another social figure, of 
authentic communion, of "ad intra" Church from the perspective of the Revelation of Life thinking again, at the same 
and from its perspective, humanity and the world in their entirety in the dialogic perspective of their original and 
eschatological consubstantiality .“ (Ica jr., & Marani, 2002, p. 492). 
 
3. The Byzantine architecture in the place of worship in Romania 
The foundation of the Romanian medieval states as canonical organisation of the Orthodox Church in each 
province led to the development of a Romanian art of Byzantine inspiration, to which they added folk art elements or 
elements of western art, arriving at a new creation with specific traits, a specific Romanian art.   
The aspect of the wooden churches was rectangular and simple, and in the  14th and 15th centuries polygonal 
chambers appeared. This polygonal shape of the altar was considered to be a result of the gothic influence in 
Transylvania. This plan occurs only in the Romanian stone churches in the Hunedoara region (the Bîrsau church for 
instance). 
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The contacts with the Byzantine art started in the 14th century, more precisely the contacts of Wallachia with the 
Byzantines. There are testimonies of Byzantium chronicle writers and historians Ioan Cinnamos and Niceta Honiates 
about the relations of the Byzantines with the Wallachians inhabiting on the northern and southern shores of the 
Black Sea. Along with the foundation of the two Romanian Principalities, the relations between Romanians and 
Byzantines are intensified when the Byzantium extended, in the ecclesiastic plane, its jurisdiction over Wallachia 
and then Moldavia. Here the Byzantine art penetrated through the Slavic states situated south of the Danube, deeply 
influenced by Byzantium.   
In the architecture of Wallachia the Byzantine style was definitively consecrated as official art style of the 
Romanian Church. The Byzantine influence was directly exercised through the craftsmen arrived from 
Constantinople and indirectly through the craftsmen come from the Orthodox regions situated south of the Danube: 
Bulgaria, Serbia, Mount Athos or the Orient. This influence was intensified also through family links between the 
princes of the 14th century, the Great Basarab Prince and his two sons Nicolae Alexandru and Vladislav with the 
Bulgarian Tsars of  Vidin, Alexandru and Sracimir and with the Serbian dynasty of Stefan Dusan. The plan of 
churches was in the beginning that the Greek cross, and then followed the shape of the Atonite derivation (the 
tronconic or clubbed plane), both largely spread in  Serbia. 
The church steeple is, according to the Romanian Language Explanatory Dictionary 2009, a construction in the 
shape of a cylinder or a prism, relatively high, which is part of the architectural compound of churches, rising above 
the roof. The Romanian term "turla" comes from Neo-Greek. In general steeples  were covered in brass and sheltered 
clocks and bells.   
The Romanian style enjoys a new development during the  Cantacuzini boyars, and during the reign of Constantin 
Brâncoveanu. The same plane is preserved, but the ornamentation is richer, with many sculptural adornments and 
with western influences.    
In Moldavia, the ecclesiastic architecture had a specific development, different from that of Wallachia. Beside the 
foreign influences, the Byzantine style lies at the foundation of the formation of Moldavian style, manifested in the 
predominant plane of churches (clubbed or straight), in their division, in the  system of coverage with vaults and in  
many elements of the external decorum. These elements were accompanied also by western influences (Romanic 
and Gothic), imprinting the Moldavian style with certain specific traits: buttresses supporting the walls, the vault, 
stone ribs, the tendency of heightening the churches, the decorative elements of stone sculpture, the shape of the 
steeples and towers roofs, etc. From the East, Moldavia received Armenian influences.  Toward the end of the 18th 
century and the beginning of the 19th century, a new trend of neoclassic art, come from Russia this time, started to 
manifest there.  
In the church architecture of Transylvania, because of the bondage situation in which Romanians were kept until 
1918, a Byzantine architectural art could not be developed to the extent identified in Wallachia and Moldavia, and 
the modest Romanian little churches made of brick in that province were subjected more to the  influences of the 
Romanic and Gothic churches of the nations with whom Romanian cohabited. The older Orthodox churches in 
Transylvania that were preserved are made of stone, more precisely those of the Hunedoara and Zarand counties, 
built in the 13th and 14th centuries.    
Undoubtedly, the most characteristic and valuable monuments for the Transylvania Romanians religious 
architecture are the wooden churches, very numerous in the mountain areas, especially in  Maramures and Crisana. 
The persecution in the respective period allowed the Orthodox  Romanians to build only wooden churches. This is 
how another jewel of our church architecture was born, the Maramures wooden church. Usually built on hills 
dominating the villages, it was raised on a stone base (socle) or on thick soles made of the most durable wood (oak 
or yew). They have a rectangular plane, more rarely clubbed, are made of a single nave, transversally divided into 
two rooms,  the narthex or porche, and the main nave, which always ends toward the East with an apsis narrower 
than the nave, rectangular or polygonal in shape, with three or more sides, rarely circular. The lateral walls are made 
of solid beams of oak, hornbeam,  ash, beech, and yew or sessile, placed horizontally and ingeniously and solidly 
joined at comers. In the interior, they are finished by a layer of plaster, in order to receive the paining. The narthex is 
usually covered by a straight ceiling, and the nave usually with a semicircular vault lengthwise. The shingle roofs are 
very high, with two or more steep slopes, in order to facilitate the drainage of water and snow, and with low and 
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large eaves  to protect the body of the church. The most representative churches are situated at Fildul de Sus, 
Bârsana, Cuhea, Ieud, Apsa de Jos or Josani. 
We find wooden churches also in the other regions of the country (Oltenia, Wallachia and Moldavia), but in a 
lower number and in the mountain and hilly areas, with a much more archaic architecture (less evolved), much 
simpler.   
4. The places of worship (churches) as essential landmarks in the technical –scientific measurements in 
Romanian rural region. Educational aspects by providing examples of retro-intersection, description of 
stations and their presentation to the students (case study)  
The spiritual dimension of human beings and of communities is subscribed to the human development in all its 
valences. Thus, the worship places become a landmark even in a technical field, even if only one exterior aspect is 
considered, that of the steeple height.  
In today's globalization context, the students today have access to more and more sources of information. The 
expectations and challenges related to the information received in college are high, and that is why we considered 
them a challenge for us, teachers who teach fundamental subjects. The latter must be at the basis of the training of 
topographic engineering, and the knowledge acquired is a real help for the understanding of the principles in this 
field. 
From the didactic perspective the teaching process is a difficult and lengthy one, and the teacher must offer 
concrete examples with the help of images, practical applications so that the students could perceive the information 
provided. For starters, it is essential to present the devices used in measurements. The equipment used  – Total 
Station Leica TC 805 of our endowment, with the angular precision of 5 cc, and of the distance of 2 ppm.  
These measurements were performed in the system of 1970 stereographic projection, using the method of retro-
intersection, traverse of control points determination, combined with the method of radiation necessary for the 
measurement of an extraurbran lending. In this study we shall lay the stress on the method of retro-intersection, as 
the project work is of higher complexity, and the students have to acquire new contents that they will have to apply 
later on. Thus, once the purpose was defined, the stages must be presented gradually leading to its reaching. The 
main beneficiaries of our endeavour will be the students, whose horizons in our domain of interest will widen and 
they will be able, with a solid theoretical basis of classic method, to appreciate the advantages of the modern ones. I 
reminded them by means of a revision the steps to be taken in the field, and in this case I referred to concrete items 
through examples and images.( Grecea, 2012) 
In the field phase we stationed in station 100 from where we have view to the point of known coordinates listed in 
table 1 (see Table 1), and then we stationed in station 200 from where we raised the contour points of the extra 
muros lot. 
The viewed old fixed points, when we perform topo-geodesic measurements with optical stations, are often the 
Crosses situated on the steeples of the Church of the respective locality. With the help of  Fig. 1 I presented the 
points of known coordinates in the entire country and the particular case, as well as the fixed points with their 
differences. 
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Fig. 1.The point grid 
 
In the office stage we processed the field data, i.e. the calculus of retro-intersection, traverse of control points 
determination and radiation, and obtained the coordinates of stations 100 and 200, and then the radiated points, with 
the help of specific working software (CALTOP, PROGECAD).  
 
Table 1 Old fixed points of known coordinates  
Points X(m) Y(m) 
BIS. COSTEI 1 476302.950 254884.390 
BIS. COSTEI 2 476152.180 254964.390 
BIS. HERENDESTI 466004.700 255187.830 
BIS. PIETROASA 462270.550 254135.160 
BOLDUR E RADIO ANTENNA  470397.290 250882.350 
BOLDUR V RADIO ANTENNA 470456.020 250734.920 
 
It is important to describe the old geodesic point Fig. 2., those with known coordinates. The focus was laid on the 
crosses of the churches and signals or antennas, they are in good condition, observing the principle of retro 
intersection measurement. 
Fig. 2.Old fixed points 
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Description of the new topographic points determined during the work (points of thickening of the support grid or 
measurement grid). 
Both Station 100 and station 200 are situated on the edge of the National Road DN 740. The station points are 
materialised in situ with metallic bolts painted in red. The result is plotted by the calculation of the X and Y 
coordinates, as shown in Table 2 
 
Table 2 New points 
Point X(m) Y(m) 
100 475725.279 254693.653 
200 476018.524 254300.737 
 
5. Conclusions 
We could see through the case study, but especially through the theoretical development of the first three 
chapters, the important role played by the Church, beside that of religious representations and practices, as it also 
provides a reporting constant for a technical field, that of topographic measurements. Even if part of the students, 
who benefit from the learning of the retro-intersection method, may be far from the religious preoccupations, the 
Church appears in their life as landmark of height and community point of support.    
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